Chronotherapy with low-dose modified-release prednisone for the management of rheumatoid arthritis: a review
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Abstract: To date, rheumatoid arthritis (RA) remains a debilitating, life-threatening disease. One major concern is morning symptoms (MS), as they considerably impair the patients’ quality of life and ability to work. MS change in a circadian fashion, resembling the fluctuations of inflammatory cytokines such as interleukin-6, whose levels are higher in RA patients compared to healthy donors. Conversely, serum levels of the potent anti-inflammatory glucocorticoid cortisol are similar to that of healthy subjects, suggesting an imbalance that sustains a pro-inflammatory state. From a therapeutic point of view, administering synthetic glucocorticoids (GCs) to RA patients represents an optimal strategy to provide for the inadequate levels of cortisol. Indeed, due to their high efficacy in RA, GCs remain a cornerstone more than 60 years after their first introduction, and despite the development of a wide range of targeted agents. However, to improve safety, low-dose GCs have been introduced, that have demonstrated high efficacy in reducing disease activity, radiological progression, and improving patients’ signs and symptoms especially in early RA when added to conventional disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs. A further improvement has been provided by the development of modified-release prednisone, which, by taking advantage of the circadian fluctuations of inflammatory cytokines, cortisol and MS, is given at bedtime to be released approximately 4 hours later. Several studies have already demonstrated the efficacy of this agent on disease activity, MS, and quality of life in the setting of established RA. Moreover, preliminary studies have shown that this new formulation not only has no impact on the adrenal function, but likely improves it. This review is a comprehensive, updated summary of the current evidence on the use of GCs in RA, with focus on the efficacy and safety of low-dose prednisone and modified-release prednisone, the latter representing a rational, cost-effective, and tailored approach to maximize the benefit/risk ratio in RA patients.
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Introduction

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a systemic autoimmune disease, characterized by chronic inflammation of the synovial membrane that progressively leads to joint destruction and tissue damage. The interplay of B- and T-cells, macrophages, chondrocytes, osteoclasts, and synovial cells, along with the release of a plethora of growth factors and cytokines (e.g., tumor necrosis factor alpha, interleukin [IL]-1β, IL-6, IL-8, IL-12, and IL-17) triggers the immune–inflammatory process typical of the disease.1,2 Damage of joints and extra-articular organs may cause severe functional disabilities, reduced quality of life (QoL), and increased mortality.3–6 In particular, morning symptoms (MS) such
as stiffness, fatigue, swelling, and pain considerably affect patients’ QoL and ability to work. Therefore, in the management of RA, it is critical to develop treatment strategies that are able to counteract the impairment of morning functions.

Several studies have shown that RA symptoms change in a circadian fashion, being worst in the morning (Figure 1A–D). Circadian rhythm is generated by the central clock in the suprachiasmatic nucleus of the hypothalamus, from where the timing signals are transferred to the immune system via the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis. This, in turn, produces the steroid hormones glucocorticoids (GCs), such as the potent anti-inflammatory hormone cortisol, that are released in a circadian fashion under the control of the central clock. In RA patients, the circadian curve of serum cortisol is similar to that observed in healthy subjects (Figure 2A), although depending on the degree of inflammation (Figure 2B), but the levels of the inflammatory cytokines, tumor necrosis factor alpha and IL-6, are higher in the early hours (Figure 2C and D). Hence, it is likely that, in RA, cortisol secretion is insufficient to counteract the circadian fluctuations of these molecules. One strategy to supply the inadequate levels of cortisol

Figure 1 Circadian rhythm of (A) pain measures in healthy subjects and of (B) stiffness, (C) pain levels, and (D) functional disabilities in rheumatoid arthritis patients. Notes: Values are expressed as the mean and standard error of mean. Horizontal bars starting at 21:00 (9 pm) indicate sleeping time. Vertical dotted lines show the peak or minimum value for the respective parameter. Republished with permission of John Wiley and Sons Inc, from Straub RH, Cutolo M. Circadian rhythms in rheumatoid arthritis: implications for pathophysiology and therapeutic management. Arthritis Rheum. 2007;56(2):399–408; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.
relied on the administration of synthetic GCs which, more than 60 years after their introduction in the treatment of RA, remain a therapeutic mainstay of this disease. Yet, due to the adverse events (AEs) observed in patients treated with GCs, the use of low doses (≤10 mg/day) has been adopted, which have been demonstrated to be effective in improving clinical, functional, and structural outcomes. This is well established in early RA, in which the addition of low-dose prednisone to standard disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs) such as methotrexate (MTX) induces a more rapid and persistent benefit than DMARD monotherapy. However, concerns remain on the safety profile of the long-term use of low-dose GCs. In an attempt to maximize the benefit/risk ratio, the timing of GC administration has been optimized and a new formulation of prednisone (modified-release [MR] prednisone) has been developed, that is capable of significantly reducing IL-6 levels and MS compared to control treatments, without increasing the risk for adrenal suppression.

The aim of this review is to provide a comprehensive summary of the current evidence on the use of GCs in RA, focusing, in particular, on the efficacy and safety of low-dose prednisone in combination with MTX in patients with early disease, and of MR prednisone in established disease. The development of this new formulation of prednisone is emerging as a rational, cost-effective strategy to target the interplay between the HPA axis and the immune system, without impacting on the adrenal function.

Figure 2 Circadian rhythm of (A) cortisol in healthy subjects (solid lines) and in patients with RA (dotted lines), and (B) in RA patients according to the degree of inflammation (high or low), as determined by ESR; 24-hour serum level variation of (C) TNF-α and (D) IL-6 in healthy donors (solid lines) and in RA patients (dotted lines).

Notes: Values are expressed as the mean and standard error of mean. Horizontal bars starting at 21.00 (9 pm) indicate sleeping time. Republished with permission of John Wiley and Sons Inc, from Straub RH, Cutolo M. Circadian rhythms in rheumatoid arthritis: implications for pathophysiology and therapeutic management. Arthritis Rheum. 2007;56(2):399–408; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

Abbreviations: ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; IL-6, interleukin-6; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor-α.
GC mechanism of action

GCs are steroid hormones physiologically produced in the adrenal cortex. They represent the final product of HPA axis, which orchestrates the stress response.16,17 Among these, cortisol, besides controlling processes such as glucose and lipid metabolism, regulates the inflammatory and immune responses as part of stress adaptation.

Due to their hydrophobic structure, GCs can easily pass the cell membrane and enter the cell, where they exert their effects via genomic and nongenomic mechanisms. In the cytosol, GCs bind to the ubiquitous, wild-type form of the GC receptor (GRα), which, under basal conditions, forms a complex with various chaperons that prevent its translocation to the nucleus. Upon binding to GC, the resulting complex translocates to the nucleus, where it binds to specific DNA sequences (GC response elements) in the promoter region of target genes, either activating (“transactivation”) or repressing (“transrepression”) their transcription. In this regard, the current evidence supports the anti-inflammatory activity of GCs as mostly depending on the inhibition of the expression of pro-inflammatory genes, rather than on the transcription of anti-inflammatory effectors. The ligand-activated GRα can modulate the expression of several genes also by physically interacting with transcription factors such as activator protein-1 and nuclear factor-κB, preventing their association with DNA, or by remodeling chromatin through recruitment of histone deacetylases or interaction with cofactors with histone acetyltransferase activity, finally inhibiting the transcription of pro-inflammatory genes.

On the other hand, GCs may exert rapid nongenomic effects through different mechanisms, such as the nonspecific interaction with cellular membranes, the binding to cytosolic GRα, and the specific interaction with a membrane-bound GR. However, the presence of multiple GR isoforms and the occurrence of different post-translational modifications further complicate the understanding of the response to GCs.

As already stated previously, GCs are released in a circadian fashion. Interestingly, a recent study demonstrated that the heterodimer composed of the circadian locomotor output cycles kaput (CLOCK) and the brain-muscle-armt-like protein 1 (BMAL1) transcription factor can suppress the transcriptional activity of GRα in vitro through acetylation of a stretch of lysines.38 CLOCK-BMAL1 regulates the circadian oscillations of the expression of various genes: in the case of GRα, the CLOCK-BMAL1-mediated acetylation reduces the binding of the ligand–receptor complex to the GC response elements on target genes, and also impairs its translocation to the nucleus.38 In vivo, the acetylation status of GRα in mononuclear cells from healthy donors has been shown to be higher in the morning than in the evening, just like the messenger RNA levels of CLOCK and BMAL1.39 These results may account, at least in part, for the circadian oscillations of sensitivity to endogenous GCs, which is reduced in the morning and increased at night. Indeed, in RA, the successful therapeutic outcome associated with the administration of synthetic GCs during the evening hours, and in particular of MR prednisone, may depend at least in part on the increased sensitivity of immune cells to GCs, which, in turn, may be due to a decrease of the acetylation status of GRα in the evening.17

Low-dose prednisone combined with MTX in early RA: efficacy and European League Against Rheumatism recommendations

As the course of RA is characterized by alternating phases of remission and exacerbation, long-term treatment is usually required to prevent disease flares. However, despite major progresses in the treatment of RA, only a minority of patients achieve sustained clinical remission. Evidence supports the correlation between a shorter time to remission and a better outcome,40–43 and therefore the treat-to-target approach has been introduced in the management of RA by the 2010 European League Against Rheumatism (EULAR) recommendations.44 Accordingly, an aggressive therapy should be initiated soon after diagnosis, and drugs escalated to pursue clinical remission or, if this is not feasible, low-disease activity. The best way to achieve the primary goal of clinical remission is by abrogating inflammation.46

Currently, the therapeutic armamentarium of RA includes conventional DMARDs such as MTX, biologics, and anti-inflammatory agents. The most frequently administered anti-inflammatory, immunosuppressive drugs are synthetic GCs, which, despite the concerns on their long-term safety, are still used in 40% to 84% of RA patients.47,48 In particular, compelling evidence supports the higher efficacy of the combination of low-dose GCs with DMARDs, compared to DMARDs alone, in suppressing disease activity, slowing radiological progression, and relieving symptoms, likely as a consequence of better inflammation control.22,23 Although data obtained in established disease do not allow a clear conclusion,49 the vast majority of the studies investigating the efficacy of the combination in early RA support its beneficial effect in this setting.24–29 The characteristics of the key trials are summarized in Table 1. Overall, the addition of as low
Disease activity and physical function

Radiographic damage

Significantly slower progression at wk 28, persisting after prednisone withdrawal up to 5 yrs\textsuperscript{31}

Significantly less change already at 1 yr, lasting up to 2 yrs. Significantly less newly eroded joints at 1 yr and 2 yrs

Significant improvement already at month 3 by DAS28, HAQ, and SOFi, persisting throughout the study period; significantly higher remission rate at 2 yrs (55.5\% vs 32.8\%, P=0.0005); significantly lower CRP level at 3–6 months

Bone mineral density

Similar bone loss

Radiographic change already at month 6 and up to month 24; lower \% of eroded joints only at 6 months

Clinical and functional outcomes, and remission rate

Trend to higher overall improvement, but without between-group statistical significance

Clinical remission

Significantly higher remission rate after 2 months (25.5\% vs 8\%, P=0.001); significantly higher probability of being in remission within 1 yr (OR: 1.965, 95\% CI: 1.214–3.182, P=0.006) and up to 18 months (OR: 4.48, 95\% CI: 1.35–14.82, P=0.014)

Erosive joint damage

Limited and significantly lower at 2 yrs

Disease activity

More rapid improvement (already at month 3) of DAS28, ESR, VAS pain, and HAQ, yet not sustained over time; higher ACR50 response rate at 1 yr (56\% vs 43\%, P=0.037) and ACR70 at 2 yrs (38\% vs 19\%, P=0.002); shorter time to sustained remission (6 vs 11 months, P<0.001); reduced need for additional treatments (22\% vs 50\% of pts, P<0.001) and lower mean maximum MTX dose (19.7 ± 6.1 vs 23.4 ± 1 mg/wk, P<0.001)

Subclinical synovitis

Significantly higher rate of PD negativity (69.8\% vs 53.3\% of pts, P=0.04)

**Table 1** Clinical trials comparing the efficacy of low-dose GCs (5–10 mg/d) in combination with DMARDs vs DMARDs alone, in patients with early RA (disease duration <1–2 years). Outcome measures are ordered based on the study primary and secondary objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Study design (duration)</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Sample size (disease duration)</th>
<th>Outcome measure</th>
<th>Results in the GC vs ctrl group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boers et al\textsuperscript{28}</td>
<td>RCT, MC, DB (80 wks)</td>
<td>• SSZ + MTX + prednisolone (tapered from 60 to 7.5 mg/d in 6 wks)</td>
<td>N=155 (&lt;2 yrs)</td>
<td>• Disease activity and physical function</td>
<td>Rapid improvement, sustained up to wk 28, no longer significant after prednisone withdrawal; at wk 28, higher ACR20 (72% vs 49%, P=0.006) and ACR50 response rate (49% vs 27%, P=0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• SSZ alone</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Radiographic damage</td>
<td>Significant slower progression at wk 28, persisting after prednisone withdrawal up to 5 yrs\textsuperscript{31}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Svensson et al\textsuperscript{29}</td>
<td>RCT, MC, OL (2 yrs)</td>
<td>• DMARDs + prednisolone (7.5 mg/d)</td>
<td>N=250 (1 yr)</td>
<td>• Radiographic damage</td>
<td>Significantly less change already at 1 yr, lasting up to 2 yrs. Significantly less newly eroded joints at 1 yr and 2 yrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• DMARDs alone</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Disease activity and functional disability and impairment</td>
<td>Significant improvement already at month 3 by DAS28, HAQ, and SOFi, persisting throughout the study period; significantly higher remission rate at 2 yrs (55.5% vs 32.8%, P=0.0005); significantly lower CRP level at 3–6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wassenberg et al\textsuperscript{30}</td>
<td>RCT, MC, DB (2 yrs)</td>
<td>• DMARDs + prednisolone (5 mg/d)</td>
<td>N=186 (&lt;2 yrs)</td>
<td>• Bone mineral density</td>
<td>Similar bone loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• DMARDs + placebo</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Radiographic damage</td>
<td>Significantly less progression by Ratingen score and SHS already at month 6 and up to month 24; lower % of eroded joints only at 6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Todoerti et al\textsuperscript{31}</td>
<td>RCT, SC, OL (2 yrs)</td>
<td>• Step-up DMARDs + prednisone (1.25 mg/d for 2 wks, tapered to 6.25 mg/d)</td>
<td>N=210 (1 yr)</td>
<td>• Clinical and functional outcomes, and remission rate</td>
<td>Trend to higher overall improvement, but without between-group statistical significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Step-up DMARDs</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Clinical remission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakker et al\textsuperscript{32}</td>
<td>RCT, MC, DB (2 yrs)</td>
<td>• MTX-based tight control strategy + prednisone (10 mg/d)</td>
<td>N=236 (&lt;1 yr)</td>
<td>• Erosive joint damage</td>
<td>Significantly higher remission rate after 2 months (25.5% vs 8%, P=0.001); significantly higher probability of being in remission within 1 yr (OR: 1.965, 95% CI: 1.214–3.182, P=0.006) and up to 18 months (OR: 4.48, 95% CI: 1.35–14.82, P=0.014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• MTX-based tight control strategy + placebo</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Disease activity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montecucco et al\textsuperscript{33}</td>
<td>RCT, MC, OL (1 yr)</td>
<td>• Step-up MTX + prednisone (6.25 mg/d)</td>
<td>N=220 (&lt;1 yr)</td>
<td>• Disease activity</td>
<td>Limited and significantly lower at 2 yrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Step-up MTX</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Subclinical synovitis</td>
<td>More rapid improvement (already at month 3) of DAS28, ESR, VAS pain, and HAQ, yet not sustained over time; higher ACR50 response rate at 1 yr (56% vs 43%, P=0.037) and ACR70 at 2 yrs (38% vs 19%, P=0.002); shorter time to sustained remission (6 vs 11 months, P&lt;0.001); reduced need for additional treatments (22% vs 50% of pts, P&lt;0.001) and lower mean maximum MTX dose (19.7±6.1 vs 23.4±4.5 mg/wk, P&lt;0.001)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** ACR20, ≥20\% improvement according to the American College of Rheumatology criteria; ACR50, ≥50\% improvement according to the ACR criteria; ACR70, ≥70\% improvement according to the ACR criteria; CI, confidence interval; CRP, C-reactive protein; ctrl, control; DAS28, disease activity score in 28 joints; DB, double blind; DMARDs, disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; GC, glucocorticoid; HAQ, health assessment questionnaire; MC, multicenter; MTX, methotrexate; OL, open label; OR, odds ratio; pts, patients; PD, power Doppler; RCT, randomized controlled trial; SC, single center; SHS, Sharp-van der Heijde score; SOFi, signals of functional impairment; SSZ, sulfasalazine; VAS, visual analog scale; wks, weeks; yrs, years.
as 5 mg/day prednisone to DMARDs was able to rapidly and significantly delay radiographic progression and prevent joint erosion compared to DMARD monotherapy, and this effect was sustained over time.\textsuperscript{24,26,28,30} Moreover, low-dose GCs induced a rapid improvement of disease activity and physical function, but this effect was generally temporary regardless of the regimen adopted.\textsuperscript{24,26,28,29} The only exception is the trial from Svensson et al, in which the significant clinical benefit provided by 7.5 mg/day prednisolone added to DMARDs persisted throughout the 2-year study period.\textsuperscript{25} As for the acute-phase response, the few available data demonstrated a rapid control of inflammation by low-dose GCs (as indicated by the rapid decrease of erythrocyte sedimentation rate and/or C-reactive protein levels), but of a variable duration.\textsuperscript{25,29} Conversely, American College of Rheumatology (ACR) response and clinical remission were significantly higher and mostly durable in prednisone-treated patients.\textsuperscript{24–29} In particular, the Combinatietherapie Bij Reumaatoide Artritis (COBRA) trial reported that at week 28, 72% and 49% of patients in the prednisolone group had achieved ACR20 and ACR50 response, respectively, vs 49% (\(P=0.006\)) and 27% (\(P=0.007\)) in the control group.\textsuperscript{24} Also, the Computer Assisted Management in Early Rheumatoid Arthritis-II trial showed a higher ACR50 response rate at 1 year (56% vs 43%, \(P=0.037\)) and ACR70 at 2 years (38% vs 19%, \(P=0.002\)), as well as a significantly shorter time to sustained remission (6 vs 11 months, \(P<0.001\)) in the MTX and prednisone group.\textsuperscript{28} As for clinical remission, the observed rates were 55.5% upon GCs vs 32.8% in the control group (\(P=0.0005\)) at 2 years in Svensson et al,\textsuperscript{25} 44.8% vs 27.8%, respectively (\(P=0.02\)) at 1 year in Montecucco et al,\textsuperscript{29} and 76.7% vs 33.3%, respectively (\(P=0.01\)) at 18 months in Todoerti et al.\textsuperscript{27} In the latter study, the time-adjusted probability of being in disease activity score (DAS) remission was significantly higher in the prednisone group at 1 year and 18 months.\textsuperscript{27} Of note, in Svensson et al,\textsuperscript{25} a significantly less worsening of radiographic damage was observed at 2 years among patients in remission compared to those without remission.

Some observations need to be pointed out: first, with regard to the COBRA study, the 5-year follow-up showed that the COBRA-treated group had a lower yearly damage progression than the sulfasalazine group despite similar disease activity levels, supporting the role of prednisolone as a disease-modifying drug.\textsuperscript{50} In this study, the experimental arm included also MTX, making it difficult to ascribe the beneficial effects only to prednisolone. However, it had been previously shown that the addition of MTX to sulfasalazine was not superior to sulfasalazine alone in reducing disease activity and structural changes over 5 years of follow-up.\textsuperscript{51} Finally, the stepdown strategy employed in the COBRA trial showed good efficacy and limited toxicity also in clinical practice.\textsuperscript{52} However, as treatment administered in the COBRA trial is not frequently prescribed in daily practice, den Uyl et al undertook a noninferiority trial to compare this regimen with the COBRA-light, ie, a lower dose of prednisolone tapered to 7.5 mg/day over 9 rather than 6 weeks, and MTX but no sulfasalazine.\textsuperscript{53} At 6 months, results on disease activity as measured by DAS44 showed that the COBRA-light strategy was most likely to be noninferior to COBRA, with the possible advantage of less safety concerns.\textsuperscript{53} Recently, Verschueren et al randomized high-risk, early RA patients to receive either the COBRA classic scheme, the COBRA Slim (MTX +30 mg prednisone tapered to 5 mg from week 6), or the COBRA Avant-Garde (replacing MTX in the COBRA Slim with leflunomide).\textsuperscript{54} The rates of clinical remission, good EULAR response, and health assessment questionnaire response at week 16 were similar among groups. Yet, the short-term safety profile was significantly better in the Slim patients, with a frequency of therapy-related AEs of 46.9% vs 61.2% in the COBRA Classic and 69.1% in the Avant-Garde groups (\(P=0.006\)).\textsuperscript{54} When the COBRA Slim regimen was compared to MTX monotherapy in low-risk early RA patients for 16 weeks, a higher, although not significant, rate of remission, good EULAR response, and health assessment questionnaire response were yielded, with significantly more COBRA Slim patients having a health assessment questionnaire score of 0 (51.2% vs 23.4%, \(P=0.006\)).\textsuperscript{55}

We intentionally excluded from Table 1 the studies from Kirwan, as not all patients received DMARDs,\textsuperscript{56} and from van Everdingen et al, as prednisone was given as monotherapy for at least the first 6 months.\textsuperscript{57} Nevertheless, the results from these studies deserve some attention. The first was a 2-year multicenter, randomized, placebo-controlled trial on the efficacy and safety of 7.5 mg/day prednisolone in 128 patients with early RA (disease duration <2 years).\textsuperscript{56} A very little change-of-hand joint destruction, that persisted over time, was observed in the prednisolone group only, in which a significantly lower percentage of patients developed hand erosions after 1 and 2 years of treatment. However, 1 year after GC withdrawal, joint destruction resumed, although at a lesser extent in the prednisolone group compared to the placebo group.\textsuperscript{58} Also, except for a between-group comparable acute-phase response, the improvement of disability, joint inflammation, and pain was more rapid in the prednisolone group (starting from month 3), but it did not persist over time.\textsuperscript{56,58}
The second study evaluated the effect of prednisone monotherapy in early RA patients (disease duration < 1 year). They were randomized to 10 mg prednisone (n = 41) or placebo (n = 40) over a 2-year period, and the use of sulphasalazine as a rescue medication was allowed only after 6 months.37 Clinical efficacy outcomes comprised the evaluation of symptoms, general well-being, disability, grip strength, and C-reactive protein level. Although the prednisone group displayed a higher overall improvement at 1 and 2 years, only grip strength and the 28-joint score for tenderness remained significantly different up to 2 years. Radiologic progression and the mean total number of affected joints per patient were significantly less in the prednisone group already at 1 year, and up to 2 years.37

Taken together, these results show that the early intervention with low-dose GCs in combination with DMARDs may effectively delay radiographic progression, reduce signs and symptoms, and induce higher rates of clinical remission compared to DMARD monotherapy. Notably, the observation that the development of erosions, clinical symptoms, and, to some extent, acute-phase response can occur independently of each other after GC treatment has led to the assumption of the involvement of underlying distinct mechanisms.56

The 2013 update of 2010 EULAR recommendations for the management of RA with drugs59 advocates considering low-dose GCs (< 7.5 mg prednisone or equivalent per day) as part of the initial treatment strategy in combination with one or more DMARDs. However, due to the concerns still existing on their long-term safety, GCs should be administered for a maximum of 6 months and the dose tapered as soon as clinically feasible. In addition, their use as monotherapy should be limited only to patients in whom all other synthetic DMARDs have contraindications.37,59

Based on the conventional definition of a DMARD, which aims at improving long-term prognosis (ie, death and disabilities in RA)60 GCs can likely be considered as such, at least in early RA.

The HPA axis and circadian rhythm in RA: rationale for the use of MR prednisone

During an inflammatory response, there is an interplay between the immune system and the HPA axis. Indeed, the increase of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-6, triggers the production of adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) and cortisol, which, in turn, exerts negative feedback regulation on hypothalamus, anterior pituitary, and ongoing inflammation.18 Accordingly, in RA patients, the rise of IL-6 has been shown to precede, and positively correlate with, the increase of ACTH and cortisol.15,61–63 However, although RA patients display higher early morning serum levels of IL-6 than healthy subjects (Figure 2D), the levels of cortisol15 (Figure 2A) and ACTH16 are similar. This imbalance is likely to be responsible for the inadequate control of inflammation that leads to the occurrence of MS, which remains a critical issue in the management of RA patients due to their impact on QoL and productivity. In a survey conducted across eleven European countries, early RA patients suffering from impaired morning function at least thrice a week reported that their QoL, morning activities, emotional state, and job were significantly compromised by the impaired morning function; 18% of them were unable to work because of RA, and only a minority of subjects in working age were in paid employment. Also, impaired morning function was considered by 40% of working respondents to be the cause of time off work in the previous 6 months, with a mean of 4.5 working days lost per person.7 Recently, it has been reported that the prevalence of morning stiffness among RA patients in the US is 74.1%, and that it has remained relatively unchanged from 2003 to 2014 despite the development of new agents.64 Severe and long-lasting morning stiffness in early RA has been shown to significantly increase the risk of early retirement within 3 years from disease onset,8 and to exert a stronger negative impact on patients’ QoL, working ability (ie, tasks that patients were able to carry out), working life (eg, less working hours and career progression), and work performance (eg, frequent late arrival at work and sick leave).10 Moreover, it has been estimated that the overall cost for RA-related morning stiffness is 27,712 Euros per patient per year, and, on average, 96% of the overall production losses depends on early retirement.11 Therefore, the implementation of therapeutic strategies capable of reducing MS especially in early RA patients, such as the addition of low-dose MR-prednisone to DMARDs, will have a strong impact on patients’ QoL and relevant economic consequences.

The observation that RA symptoms change in a circadian fashion (Figure 1), resembling that of inflammatory cytokines, has led to the hypothesis that the timing of GC administration could affect the inflammatory process typical of RA and, consequently, the occurrence of MS. In patients with active RA, four administrations of low-dose (5.0–7.5 mg/day) prednisolone at 2 am led to a significant improvement from baseline in morning stiffness, pain, and joint inflammation (Figure 3).10 However, the same dose taken at 7.30 am induced a significant but less pronounced reduction of morning stiffness only (Figure 3). Also, both regimens significantly reduced the circulating levels of IL-6,
but the extent of reduction was higher with nighttime administration (Figure 3). As waking up patients may influence the activity of the HPA axis, the new formulation of MR prednisone has been developed, to release the drug in a delayed but programmed manner. MR prednisone is currently approved in the USA and several European countries, including Italy, for the treatment of adults with moderate-to-severe, active RA, particularly when accompanied by morning stiffness. Tablets (1, 2, or 5 mg) are taken at bedtime after a meal, so that the gastric/intestinal fluids cause the inactive shell surrounding the prednisone core to open and the active drug to be released approximately 4 hours after food intake. In healthy subjects, 5 mg MR-prednisone given at 8 pm displayed a mean plasma concentration profile similar to that of 5 mg immediate-release (IR) prednisone given at 2 am, but a significantly, programmed, delayed time (of approximately 4 hours) to maximum plasma levels (Figure 4).

Therefore, while IR prednisone reached the maximum plasma concentration 2 hours after administration, it took approximately 6 to 6.5 hours for MR prednisone to reach the plasma peak. Also, the time to onset of absorption of MR prednisone was delayed by approximately 3.5 hours, but thereafter >80% of the drug was released within 2 hours from tablet opening (Figure 4).

**Figure 3** Reduction of clinical symptoms and serum interleukin-6 (IL-6) levels after nighttime (2 am) and morning (7.30 am) administration of 5.0–7.5 mg of prednisolone for five consecutive days in two groups of RA patients (n=13 in each group).

**Notes:** Baseline characteristics of the two groups treated with prednisolone were similar. Values are expressed as the mean and standard error of mean decrease in each variable. Republished with permission of John Wiley and Sons Inc, from Straub RH, Cutolo M. Circadian rhythms in rheumatoid arthritis: implications for pathophysiology and therapeutic management. *Arthritis Rheum.* 2007;56(2):399–408; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.  

**Abbreviations:** RA, rheumatoid arthritis; VAS, visual analog scale.

**Figure 4** Pharmacokinetics of conventional and modified-release (MR) prednisone.


**Abbreviations:** IL-6, interleukin-6; MR, modified-release; VAS, visual analog scale.
In line with these results, when the plasma levels of prednisone were measured over 24 hours in nine RA patients given 5 mg MR prednisone at bedtime (with or after a meal, as fasting reduces the bioavailability), a peak was observed within 4 to 6 hours from intake.\textsuperscript{65}

In nine patients with active RA, MR prednisone taken at 10 pm yielded a significant reduction in morning stiffness, pain, disease activity, and acute-phase response after 14 days.\textsuperscript{63} Moreover, the large nocturnal increase of serum IL-6 was suppressed, with the highest peak being 42.2 pg/mL at 8.30 am before treatment and 21.3 pg/mL at 1.35 am after treatment. Worth noting was the fact that changes in the mean 24-hour IL-6 levels positively correlated with changes in morning stiffness ($r=0.71, P<0.05$).\textsuperscript{63}

The efficacy of MR prednisone given at bedtime was compared to that of IR prednisone administered early in the morning in the circadian administration of prednisone in rheumatoid arthritis (CAPRA-1) trial, a 12-week, double-blind randomized controlled trial conducted in 288 RA patients on DMARD therapy.\textsuperscript{31} The addition of MR prednisone to DMARDs induced a rapid, significant, and sustained reduction in the duration of morning joint stiffness from baseline. At the end of the study, the mean change from baseline was significantly higher in the MR prednisone group than in the IR prednisone group (−22.7% vs −0.4%, respectively, $P=0.045$; mean absolute reduction: 44 vs 23 minutes). The only other significant difference observed between treatments was the relative change of IL-6, which decreased by 28.6% upon MR prednisone, while it remained unchanged in the IR prednisone group (at week 12: $P=0.032$), suggesting an augmented anti-inflammatory activity of the new formulation.\textsuperscript{31}

At the end of the 12-week double-blind phase, 249/288 patients entered a 9-month open-label phase of therapy with MR prednisone. One hundred and twenty-nine patients continued treatment with the experimental formulation (MR/MR), and 120 switched to MR prednisone from previous IR prednisone (IR/MR) if no significant improvement had been attained.\textsuperscript{32} At the beginning of the open-label phase, the reduction of morning stiffness from baseline was equal to −34.5% in the MR/MR group vs −1.4% in the IR/MR group. After 3 months, the mean change from baseline was −56% in the MR/MR group and −54% in the IR/MR. This reduction was sustained throughout the extension phase, being −55% and −45%, respectively, at the end of 9 months. It is worth noting that at the end of the study, 17% of patients no longer reported morning stiffness, and 37% of the 219 patients who completed the 12-month study achieved an ACR20 response.\textsuperscript{32} In addition, the 9-month evening intake of MR prednisone significantly improved IL-6 levels, pain, DAS28, and patients’ and physicians’ global assessment of disease activity both in the MR/MR and in the IR/MR group.\textsuperscript{32}

In the subsequent CAPRA-2 trial, patients with active RA on DMARD therapy were randomized 2:1 to receive either 5 mg MR prednisone (n=231) or placebo (n=119) for 12 weeks.\textsuperscript{33} The combination of low-dose MR prednisone and DMARDs provided a rapid (already at week 2) and significantly higher rate of ACR20 response, which was sustained throughout the study period (at week 12: 48% vs 29% in the placebo group, $P<0.001$). Similarly, at week 12, 22% of patients in the MR prednisone group vs 10% in the placebo group attained an ACR50 response ($P<0.006$). Upon MR prednisone, a greater improvement from baseline was observed at week 12 in the duration of morning stiffness (−55% in the MR prednisone group vs −35% in the placebo group, $P<0.002$), pain, disease severity, fatigue, and physical function.\textsuperscript{33} Furthermore, in a clinical practice setting, MR prednisone given for 9 months to RA patients has been shown to significantly improve patients’ functional ability.\textsuperscript{66}

Overall, the encouraging results reported here support the rapid benefit provided by low-dose MR prednisone in combination with DMARDs in relieving RA symptoms and improving morning function also in subjects who had switched to MR prednisone after inadequately responding to the conventional formulation.\textsuperscript{31,32,67} However, the long-term efficacy and safety of MR prednisone need further investigation, especially in the real-world setting, and in patients with early RA, in which the administration of MR prednisone may likely provide even better results than those observed in patients with established disease.

One concern on the use of GCs is regarding the possible suppression of the HPA axis, as this is considered the cause of virtually all known AEs associated with the administration of GCs. In fact, dose-dependent adrenal insufficiency is common in patients treated with long-term GC therapy as a result of negative-feedback mechanism leading to adrenal suppression.\textsuperscript{16,68,69} Interestingly, assessment of the plasma cortisol response to ACTH injection in RA patients before and after 12 weeks of treatment with low-dose prednisolone (7.5 mg/day) unveiled a 35% reduction in the mean values of plasma cortisol levels at 60 minutes in the prednisolone group but not in the placebo group.\textsuperscript{70} Also, although the HPA axis response in individual patients was in the normal range, 46% of prednisolone-treated patients failed to reach the normal maximum cortisol response to ACTH, suggesting a suppressing effect of low-dose GC.
on adrenal function. However, cortisol level examination in eleven female RA patients before and after ACTH administration unveiled higher levels at baseline, compared to ten matched healthy controls, but decreased secretion in response to ACTH, suggesting a subtle HPA hypofunction at the adrenocortical level, independent of GC administration. Besides GC therapy dosage and duration, it is still debated whether the timing of administration and the number of doses given may affect adrenal function. In the study from Kirwan et al conducted in nine RA patients treated with MR prednisone for 14 days, the early morning cortisol peak concentration increased from 14.1 µg/dL to 19.4 µg/dL. These data, together with the results on IL-6 plasma peak support a change in the interaction between the HPA axis and immune system in favor of HPA preservation and even activation upon MR prednisone. Actually, no signs or symptoms of HPA axis suppression were observed in the extension phase of the CAPRA-1 trial and, when the HPA axis function was tested in a subset of 28 patients from the same trial, no change in the mean plasma cortisol response to corticotropin-releasing hormone stimulation test, or in the proportion of responders was observed over time, regardless of the switch from IR to MR prednisone occurring in the open-label phase.

Collectively, these studies show that the adherence to the circadian night GC production together with the protection of the HPA axis allows the use of low-dose MR prednisone chronotherapy as a tailored approach to optimize therapy.

Safety of GCs and MR prednisone

It is well established that the toxicities experienced by GC-treated patients depend on the duration and dosage of therapy. The analysis of data on self-reported health problems from unslected RA patients in routine practice showed that the frequency of AEs increased with the dose of GCs according to two distinct patterns. Indeed, a “linear” dependence was found between the rate of cushingoid phenotype, ecchymosis, leg edema, mycosis, parchment-like skin, shortness of breath, and sleep disturbance and the dose received. Also, a “threshold” pattern was identified, describing an elevated frequency of events beyond a certain threshold of GC dosage. Accordingly, doses > 7.5 mg/day were found to be associated with glaucoma, depression/listlessness, and increased blood pressure, doses ≥ 5 mg/day with epistaxis and weight gain, and doses < 5 mg/day with eye cataract. A recent systematic review reported that some of the events associated with the use of high-dose GCs, including weight gain, hyperglycemia and diabetes, elevated blood pressure, hypertension, increased risk of fractures and infections, cognitive dysfunction, and cataract may occur also with low doses. However, to date, high-quality evidence on the toxicity of low-dose GCs is scarce. A comprehensive review of data from RCTs failed to identify relevant toxicities associated with doses of up to 10 mg of prednisone equivalent/day given for up to 2 years to RA patients, and the safety profile of prednisone was found to be similar to that of placebo. In addition, low-dose GCs (< 8.5 mg/day prednisone or equivalent) were shown not to impair glucose metabolism in premenopausal RA patients without other risk factors. Moreover, a recent systematic review on the efficacy of GCs in early RA concluded that no new safety concerns surfaced over 2 years beyond those previously reported.

By changing the timing of administration, however, it is possible to increase the benefit/risk ratio of GC therapy, as corroborated by the results from the CAPRA studies. Indeed, the safety analysis showed an overall similar frequency of AEs occurred during treatment with MR prednisone, IR prednisone (41% in each group), and placebo (42.9% in the MR prednisone group vs 48.7% in the placebo group). The most frequent AE was RA worsening, observed in 8% and 9% of patients in Buttgereit et al, and in 6.5% and 9.2% in Buttgereit et al. As shown in Table 2, summarizing the results from the integrated analysis of the AEs occurring with a frequency ≥ 2% in the CAPRA studies, no clinically relevant differences were observed among treatment groups after 12 weeks of therapy.

Even the frequency of AEs judged as treatment-related was comparable, being 13%, 11%, 7.8%, and 8.4%, respectively. Premature discontinuation was reported in 8% of patients treated with MR prednisone and in 7% with IR prednisone in Buttgereit et al, the most frequent reason being RA flare, and in 2.2% of cases treated with MR prednisone (n = 1 in each case of headache, headache and hypertension, RA flare, glaucoma, and vomiting) and 0.8% with placebo (one case of headache) in Buttgereit et al. Only one of the serious AEs reported (n = 4 [3%] and 3 [2%] in Buttgereit et al and n = 1 [0.4%] and 2 [1.7%] in Buttgereit et al) was considered to be treatment-related (in one patient given IR prednisone), whereas the only death occurred (in the IR prednisone group) was judged as therapy-unrelated. In line with these results, during the 9-month open label phase of the CAPRA-1 study, 51% of patients reported AEs and 4.8% discontinued treatment for safety reasons, the most frequent being RA exacerbation.
Table 2 Integrated analysis of adverse events occurring in ≥2% of patients with rheumatoid arthritis, after 12 weeks of therapy with placebo, MR prednisone, or IR prednisone (≤5 mg/d vs >5 mg/d) in the CAPRA studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Placebo</th>
<th>MR prednisone</th>
<th>Conventional IR prednisone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daily dose, mg (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>4.86±0.37</td>
<td>4.93±0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any adverse event, %</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>42.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity, %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred term, %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal pain (upper)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal pain (lower)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhea</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nausea</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyspepsia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infections and infestations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasopharyngitis</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronchitis</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URTI</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravated RA/RA flare</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear and labyrinth disorders</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertigo</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nervous system disorders</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General disorders and administration-site conditions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest pain</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total N</td>
<td>N=119</td>
<td>N=313</td>
<td>N=375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=76</td>
<td>N=62</td>
<td>N=135</td>
<td>N=140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *P*=0.0137 between the placebo and the MR-prednisone groups. All other comparisons are not significant. Republished with permission of John Wiley and Sons Inc, from Buttgereit F, Szechinski J, Doering G, et al. Integrated safety summary of modified-release prednisone and immediate-release prednisone comparing doses ≤5 mg/day versus >5 mg/day. Arthritis and Rheumatism. 2011;63(1):S475; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.©

Abbreviations: CAPRA, circadian administration of prednisone in rheumatoid arthritis; IR, immediate-release; MR, modified-release; NA, not applicable; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; SD, standard deviation; URTI, upper respiratory tract infection.

As for the effects of MR prednisone on the activity of HPA axis, the main results have been reported in the previous section of this review.

Overall, the data collected thus far on the use of MR prednisone point toward a favorable safety profile of this formulation, further sustaining its implementation in the management of RA patients to optimize the benefit/risk ratio of GC therapy. Moreover, these data provide evidence that toxicities occurring in GC-treated patients depend on the steroid backbone of GCs rather than on the specific features of the individual formulations (ie, IR vs MR).

Summary
A large body of evidence supports prompt intervention, in early RA patients, with low-dose GCs in combination with DMARDs as an effective and safe option to delay radiographic progression, reduce signs and symptoms, and induce high rates of clinical remission. Accordingly, their use has been recommended by EULAR as part of the initial treatment strategy in RA patients, although for no more than 6 months.

In established RA, in which the management of MS remains challenging, chronotherapy with low-dose MR prednisone is emerging as a feasible approach to optimize the benefit/risk ratio of GC therapy, by targeting the interplay between the immune system and HPA axis without impacting the adrenal function, but possibly even stimulating it.

Future perspectives
Further studies assessing the efficacy and safety of low-dose GCs in the long-term and real-world setting of early RA are warranted, to assess whether their use could be prolonged beyond 6 months, as currently recommended by EULAR.

Despite the encouraging results on the efficacy and safety of chronotherapy with MR prednisone in RA patients, it is of utmost importance to conduct studies in large populations of patients with established RA as well as early disease, with long follow-up periods and under clinical practice conditions. Moreover, further efforts for improving the administration of GCs are needed to preserve the HPA axis function. In this regard, the development of new formulations is ongoing, such
as liposomes filled with GCs. This approach has translated into targeted delivery of GC with a high benefit/risk ratio. Encouraging, preliminary results regarding the efficacy and tolerability of liposomal GCs have been obtained in in vivo models of arthritis and in 16 RA patients included in a Phase I trial, but we are still awaiting further evidence. Finally, results are awaited from trials testing MR prednisone in other rheumatic and nonrheumatic diseases characterized by severe inflammatory early MS (eg, polymyalgia rheumatica [ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT01821040] and nocturnal asthma [ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier of an exploratory study to collect data for a subsequent controlled trial: NCT00686335]).

Method of literature search
PubMed database was searched in December 2015 starting with the following keywords: “rheumatoid arthritis” AND “glucocorticoid” AND (“low-dose prednisone” OR “modified-release prednisone”). The search retrieved approximately 70 results. Studies were excluded that were not published in English, in addition to hand-selected case studies, abstracts, letters, and reviews. Additionally, more specific searches regarding the mechanism of action of GCs and treatment of early RA were carried out.
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